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In a recent eommuaieation, Day, how, and Sucher predicted 

that K .. meaons when stopped in Uquid hy4rosen or deuterium would be 

captured from hiah-lying S atomic orbitals of the K- -P or K- -d syatem.. 1 

They found that the Stark-effect mbdns of angular-momentum atatee in

d.ucecl by the strong electric field• experienced by the neutral K- -p or 

K'" -cl system. as it paase4 within the Bohr orhitale of other atoma of the 

liquid. allowed rapid capture tbrouch the S-wave~K-nucleoa interaction. 

Their prediction haa beea used to draw im.portaa.t c:oncluaions about the 

properties of hyperons 1 and the natul'e of the low-energy, 8-wav•·..,K-aucleon 

interaction. Z In addition. estimate• indicate that Stark-effect mixing 

l determines the courae of the antipl'otoa armib.ilation reaction at reat. 

Because of the wide applicability of the prediction, an experimental test ia 

highly deairable. The obvious experiment of looking for .K-aheU x-raye 

when K- mesons are stopped in Uquid Hz or Dz ie technically difficult 

and proDa.bly will not be done in the near future. 

It may be noted that several of the K- -ci capture :reactions are 

eeneitive to the orbital angular momentum of the K--d ayetem. This h 
. . 4 

knplie4 for example in the calculations of Paie and Treiman and Day an<l 

s "'-Snow on the IU n·hyperfragment production rate. Their work allows 

that if the bound z:• n system exbtecl &.ncl ite characteristic a were known, 

* h' T 1s work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Comrni s.tiion. 
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the production rate for stopped K- mesons would provide a clear 

determination of the orbital from which capture occurs. It is the purpose 

of thia note to point out that the K- -d orbital angular momentum de ... 

terminee the rates for another class o£ reactions that is more accessible 

experimentally, the nonmesic capture reactions in deuterium, 

A +n, 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lc:) 

where the rate for reaction (la) is twice that for (lb) by charge independence. 

We shall confine our attention to reaction (la) since it is easily recognized 

in a deuterium-filled bubble cham.,.r and ia known to occur at a rate of 

- 6 ... 
r0 0. 7% when •topped K meson• are captured. For K capture at rest, the 

center,..;o.t:.rnas'8""RiO-mentumr::oftai~tystem is 511 M.ev/e, and production is 
p ' 

inhibited unless the K. is. ab•orbed while the two nucleons are within 

-13 a distance "'0.4(10 )ern. The small size of this effective interaction 

volume implie-s that the rate for (la) will be I iZ · Z 
a: ~ S(r:O) J; or «iV r; p(r=O) l 

n ' n r 

depending upon the atomic orbital from which capture occurs. On the other 

hand, mesic absorption can occur over the entire volume of the deuteron 

and will proceed through the S.wave x· -nucleon interaction for capture 

s from either 5 or P atomic orbitals. Therefore, if capture occur a 

predominantly from 5-orbitala as predicted. by Day, Snow, and Sucher, 

the fraction of nonmeeic: absorptions observed at rest and inflight must be 

a continuous and slowly varying function of K- momentum. 
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Making the explicit assumption that the behavior of the nonmesic 

transition amplitude is determined by the centrifugal barrier in the 

initial state, and that only S- and P-wave absorption is important at low 

7 
momentum, we have 

r (q) = (A+ Bq
2

) peN • nm 
(2) 

Here q is the center-of-mass momentum of the initial K- -d system 

in units of fJ.Kdc where iJ.Kd is the K- -d reduced mass and c the 

velocity of light; p is the final center-of-mass momentum measured in 

units of its threshold value, p
0 

= 511 Mev/c; and N is the atomic 

density of liquid deuterium. The quantitiea A. and B are to be determined 

from measurement of the in-flight production cross sections. The capture 

rate from nS or nP orbitals may then be estimated by using 

nS r = cA nrn 

rnP = cB (){ /IJ.~ ..... -tc)
2 l V'<f: P (r=O) 12 

nm l~ n 

(3a) 

(3b) 

Since the absolute transition rate cannot be measured, Eqs. (3a) and 

(3b) must be compared with the mesic absorption rate. To obtain the latter, 

-we assume that the absorption rate in deuterium is essentially the sum of the 

8 absorption rates for the free neutron and proton. The mesic absorption 

rate from an n1 orbital is then given by 

(4} 
av 

where jJ.Kp is the reduced K- -p mass, and the average over the nucleon 

density distribution is evaluated by using the :-Iulthen form for the deuteron 

wave function. The quantities b
0 

and b
1 

are the imaginary parts of the 
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T = 0 and T a 1 zero-energy scatteriag lengths evaluated by Dalitz 

and Tuan. 9 Dividing .Eqa. (3a) and (3b) by Eq. (4), we obtain for the 

fraction of nonmeelc abaorptions from S or P atomic orbitals: 

R 5(0) = 0.12.3 (lOZ6) A 

R p(O) = O.Ol41 (1016) B. 

(Sa) 

(Sb) 

At present, only the fraction oi nonmeaic abeorptioas occurring 

at re1t is known. Since either Eq. (Sa) or (Sb) aho\lld esae11tiaUy account 

for the observed value, R(O) Q:o;;.. 0.007, A t'da:l,, B may be determined and 

corresponding lower limits for r nm (fl) eatimated from Eq. (Z). To obtain 

lower limite for the fraction of non:mesic abaorption• expected. in flight. 

r nm (q) ~,. ~\:1:~~ divided by the me etc absorption rate ae given by 

a o+3a 1 r m (q) ..o- . qc ( ) N, (6) 
l 

where f1 
0 

and 0' 1 are the absorption erose sections for the T c 0 

and T = 1 states of the K .... p ey1tem. 9 Typical results are lleted. in 

Table I for the two assumptions of S· or P-orbital capture at reet. 

Table I 

Lower limit for fraction of nonmesic abeorption• expected in flight when 

K- capture at rest occurs £rom either S or .P atomic orbitale. 

K- laboratory 
momentum (Mev/c) 

50 

zoo 
300 

s .. orbital capture 

0.007 

0.019 

0.017 

P-orbital capture 

0 

0.016 

0.031 
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The ease with which the experiment can yield a definitive reault 

depends upon the extent to which A is not equal to B in Eq. (Z). In 

+ the analogous reaction n •d-p,~p B is much greater than A because 

of the anomalously small S-wave, tt-nucleon interaction. In the present case, 

the S-wave, K. -nucleon interaction is very large, and !df A ia much 

greater than S, a measurement of low etatiatic:al accuracy would indicate 

that ordinary collisional and radiative de-excitation mechanism were 

inadequate to account for the observed no:nmeeic rate at rest •. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. T. 2. Day, G. A. Snow, and J. Sucher, Phys. Rev. Letters 2,61 (1959). 

Z. R. H. Da.ltiz and S. F. Tuan, The Phenomenological Representation of 

K- -Nucleon Scattering and Reaction Amplitudes, EFINS-56-63, 

submitted to Annale of Physics. 

3. fUpin Desai, Proton-Antiproton Annihilation in Protonium, UCRL-9014, 

January S, 1960, to be published in the Physical Review. 

4. A. Pais and S. B. Treima.n, Phys. Rev . .![!. 1396 (1957). 

5. T. B. Day and Ci. A. Snow, Phys. Rev. Letters_.!, 59 (1959). 

6. Data of N. Horwitz, D. Miller, and J. Murray, reported by L. Alvarez 

at the Ninth Annual International Conference on High Energy 

Physics, Kiev, .Russia, 1959. 

7. The general properties for such a transition amplitude have been 
·-

diac:ussed by K. A. Brueckner and K. M. Watson J?hys. Rev. 86, 
.. -

9a3 (195l) j and K. lvL. Wauon ,.Phye. Rev. !!t_ 1163 (195Z)] 

in connection with the reaction p+p - 1r + + d. 

8. It may be expected that final-state interactions will redistribute the 

reaction produ.cts among the available final states but will not 

1eriouely affect the absolute transition rate. T. B. Day, G. A. Snow, 

and J. Sucher in Univ. of Maryland Technical R.eport 167, 

March 1960 have estimated the effects of multiple scattering on the 

absorption rate at ZOO Mev/c K- laboratory momentum and fou.nd them to 

be small. 

C). At 11ero and ZOO Mev/c, the necessary parameters for the T = 0 and T = 1 

absorption channels were taken from reference a for the experimentally 

preferred (a+) and (b+) solutions. At JOO Mev/c, we used the a 0 

and a 1 absorption erose sections of P. Norden, R. Tripp, 
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A. Rosenfeld and F. Solmitz reported by L. Alvarez at the Ninth 

International Conference on High Energy Phyaice. Kiev. 

Russia 1959 .. 




